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XII AmCham Germany  
Business Barometer:
Keeping Up with the Digital Transformation

The digital transformation is already underway, and fortunately, Germany 

has little to fret about. According to the findings of the twelfth AmCham 

Germany Business Barometer, more than seven out of ten US companies  

in Germany believe that the country has the potential to stay ahead in 

high-tech sectors. A Parliamentary Evening at the GE Garages in Berlin was 

held to present the results and discuss where Germany currently stands in 

the digital transformation and what needs to be done to keep up.

T
he XII AmCham Germany Business Barom-
eter, conducted in February in cooperation 
with Roland Berger Strategy Consultants, 
surveyed 43 US companies in Germany – 

with roughly €98 billion in collective annual reve-
nues and 270,000 employees altogether – on how 
they view Germany as an investment location.

“US investors expect 2015 to be a good year. 
They also remain convinced by Germany’s strength 
as a business location,” AmCham Germany Presi-
dent Bernhard Mattes said at the Parliamentary 
Evening held at the GE Garages in Berlin. “That 
does not mean we can become too comfortable. 
This year’s Business Barometer shows that policy-

Pictured here is Prof. Burkhard Schwenker, 
Head of the Supervisory Board at Roland Ber-
ger Strategy Consultants GmbH (left), speaking 
to AmCham Germany President Bernhard 
Mattes during the panel discussion of the 
Parliamentary Evening.

Who will set the standards for data 
systems and structures?

78%

16%

6%

The US because it possesses 
the highest competence in 

the software/IT sector

Germany and Europe because 
they possess the highest 
industrial competence

Asia because it has the 
largest sales market

How would you rate Germany as an 
investment location?

71%

19%

10%

Excellent or good

Average

Not so good

Can the German economy adapt 
to the digital transformation and 
remain at the global forefront of 
high-tech sectors?

71%

29%

Yes
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makers should not procrastinate on passing impor-
tant reforms and that Germany needs an active 
economic and industrial policy. This includes, above 
all, an ambitious and competitive digital agenda. 
That is something that investors expect and is es-
sential for Germany as a business location overall.”

Supporting this optimism for the future is 
Germany’s waxing attractiveness as a business 
location: Nearly three out of four (71%) compa-
nies believe that Germany is an excellent or good 
investment location – an increase from last year’s 
figure of 66%. Furthermore, a solid 66% expect 
Germany to either maintain its current standing 
or improve as an investment location over the 
next three to four years.

The survey participants named reasons why 
Germany triumphs as a strong place to do busi-
ness. Its highly qualified and educated workforce 
(90%), strong supplier network (81%), potential 
as a research and development location (80%), 
infrastructure (78%) and potential as a sales 
market (65%) were the most cited factors.

Although Germany boasts these positive 
business aspects, most of the survey participants 
believe that the US will set the standards for data 
systems and structures. Nearly four out of five 
(78%) companies believe that the US will be the 
forerunner. It is a vital role in the digital economy: 
Whoever defines the IT standards ultimately gets 
to determine the market direction of digital solu-
tions in the future. Only 16% think Germany and 
Europe will take charge.

With the US expected to set the standards for 
the digital transformation, the question remains: 
Will Germany be able to successfully adapt to 
the dynamic economy? 71% of US companies 
believe that Germany will be able to stay at the 
forefront of high-tech sectors. “US companies ac-
knowledge Germany’s excellent high-tech sector 
and well-trained specialists,” Mattes said. “Now, 
it is necessary for Germany to combine more 
optimism with digital progress and quickly build 
more trust in new technologies.”  

Excellent/good                         Neutral                       Not good/bad 

Energy costs 

What are Germany’s strengths and weaknesses as an investment location? 1)

1) Multiple responses possible

          90%                                        10%

       80%                           15%     5%

    78%                        17%     5%

  65%               30%              5%

           34%      44%          22%

  20%          46%                  34%

 42%   58%
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Discussing the results of this year’s AmCham  
Germany Business Barometer (from left):  

Cavin Pietzsch, General Manager of GE Energy  
Management, Germany, Austria and  

Switzerland; Prof. Burkhard Schwenker, Chairman  
of the Supervisory Board, Roland Berger  

Strategy Consultants GmbH; AmCham Germany  
President Bernhard Mattes; the panel discussion’s  

moderator Ludwig von Reiche, Chair of AmCham 
Germany’s Entrepreneurship Committee; and  
Philipp Justus, Managing Director of Google  

Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

 7%         66%        27%

    15%    41%               44%

How will Germany’s business conditions develop over the next three to four years?

Conditions  
will improve

   10%    56%               34%

Conditions  
will worsen

Conditions will 
stay the same

Quality of employees

Supplier network

Research and  
development

Infrastructure

Potential sales market

Investment and  
financing conditions

Economic and  
industrial policy

Labor costs

Business taxes

         81%                            17%    2%
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   You can find and order the complete 
AmCham Germany Business Barometer 
on our website at  
www.amcham.de/publications


